Distributor of Intellian Satellite Antennas at PSP Southampton Boat Show

Distributor of Intellian marine satellite and VSAT communication antennas, Intellian UK is exhibiting at the PSP Southampton Boat Show with a selection of Intellian i-series antennas, each designed to enable owners to watch satellite television, including HDTV, on their boats, whether moored or in rough conditions at sea.

Intellian UK has been representing the brand for three years and Chris Leech, Sales Manager comments: “We are proud to be presenting Intellian product at the PSP Southampton Boat Show. Intellian is a technologically exciting company with an impressive in-house Innovation Centre, featuring a design, testing and manufacturing facility that has positively contributed to the tremendous expansion of Intellian throughout the marine satellite and VSAT communications world. With new product continuing to be introduced to the leisure, fishing and commercial sectors, and global customer support available, Intellian is growing rapidly. In addition to its offices in Asia and the USA, the company opened a European hub based in Rotterdam this summer.”

The Intellian i-series comprises antennas with dish sizes from 28cm up to 85cm. Each antenna is capable of receiving SD and HD TV programming from major satellite TV providers. Customers can select from eight i-series antennas, based on the coverage they require, including Europe, North America, Asia, or worldwide coverage. Among the products on display, the i6PE has an extended elevation range to facilitate use in higher latitudes. The antenna also has auto skew adjustment, which automatically maintains the correct skew angle as the boat travels east or west, providing greatly enhanced hands off performance.

In addition to satellite TVRO antennas, Intellian also manufactures VSAT communications, delivering efficient maritime communications for voice and data, globally. Available from September 2011, one of Intellian’s latest developments is the new 83cm v80G VSAT antenna, a compact antenna suitable for boats with limited space whilst requiring a reliable and high quality connection.